The scaling law of bubble cluster collapse in cloud cavitating flow around a slender projectile is investigated in the present paper. The influence of compressibility is mainly discussed. Firstly the governing parameters are obtained by dimensional analysis, and the numerical method is established in order to verify the similarity law and obtain the influence of parameters based on a mixture approach with Singhal cavitation model. Moreover, the similarity law is validated by numerical simulations. Two main factors of compressibility of mixture fluid, including compressibility of non-condensable gas and phase change, are studied, respectively. Results indicated that the phase change has little influence on both flowing and collapse pressure. In the condition that the variation range of the mixture compressibility is small, the compressibility of non-condensable gas has notable impact the local collapse pressure peaks, however the macroscopic flow pattern does not change.
INTRODUCTION
When cavitation bubbles collapse, high pressure pulses were generated, which have major impact on vehicles structure and may even cause damage [1] . The collapse of bubble cluster is also an important issue especially for engineering applications.
Classic research on cavitation collapse usually focuses on collapse of single bubble and finite number of bubbles. Theoretical analysis can be performed on the basis of RayleighPlesset equation [2, 3] , to obtain the characteristics of single bubble collapse, and interactions between limited number of bubbles are also studied [5] [6] [7] [8] .
For the cloud cavitating flow, instabilities at cavitation closures are usually prominent, with quasi-periodical breakingoff and shedding [9, 10] . It was observed that shedding cavitation cloud may collapse at the cavitation closure, which is also closely related to the instability of cavitation bubbles [11] [12] [13] [14] . The usual governing dimensionless parameters of similarity law are cavitation number and Reynolds number. However, impact effect is significant in collapse process, which is relative to compressibility [15] . The scaling law of bubble colluster collapse is worth discussing including the compressible.
In the present paper, typical cavitating flow and bubble cluster collapse phenomena around a slender projectile are investigated. The governing parameters are obtained by dimensional analysis. The similarity law is validated by numerical simulations. Two main factors of compressibility of mixture fluid, including compressibility of non-condensable gas and phase change, are studied, respectively. The influences on the macroscopic flow and local collapse pressure are discussed.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In the bubble collapse process, the mixture fluid impacts intensely on the wall surface, inducing pressure pulse with high peak. 
where
is the sound speed of air. Because the volume fractions are related to the flow evolution, the sound speed of air is the main parameter of material properties to represent the compressibility of mixture. Moreover, the governing parameters of typical cloud cavitating flow are listed as ( , , , , , , , , , ) time. This formula contains the main parameters and constitutes the similarity law considering compressibility effects of the flowing and collapse process.
NUMERICAL METHOD
In order to verify the similarity law and obtain the influence of compressibility, numerical simulations are carried out. The numerical method was based on the mixture approach with Singhal cavitation model and modified RNG k-ε turbulence model, and the non-condensable gas is also considered as the original Singhal model [16] . The continuity and momentum equations for the mixture of liquid water, vapor, and non-condensable air are established as
where m v  is the mixture velocity vector. The laminar viscosity m  is defined as a density-weighted average of the three components.
t  is the turbulent viscosity closed by a modified RNG k-ε model [17] . The mixture density m
where v f and a f are the component mass fractions. v  is the density of the vapor. During calculation, a f is assumed to be a small constant as 15 ppm.
The mass fraction equation for vapor is
where e R and c R are the evaporation and condensation rates, respectively, which can be simulated in the cavitation model established by Singhal [16] .
In this model, k is the turbulence kinetic energy. e C and c C are two empirical coefficients have dimension as the same as velocity, and are set as 0.02 and 0.01 in the following simulation by default, respectively. The phase change phenomenon reflects the relationship between pressure and density, which is also essentially a manifestation of compressibility. Therefore, on the basis of Eq.(4), the expression of dimensionless parameters including the phase change effect is further derived as following. 
These unsteady numerical simulations were performed based on the finite volume method with the SIMPLEC scheme by using the commercial CFD software FLUENT. The equations are discretized by a second order implicit scheme in time and a second order upwind scheme in space. The computational domain was discretized with a block structured grid. The height of the first layer was set as 1/10000 of the projectile's diameter to ensure the y+ equals to 1 approximately. Thus the two-layer model was adopted to resolve the laminar sub layer. For the velocity inlet boundary condition in front of the projectile, the inlet velocity is set as 17.3 m/s, and the turbulent intensity is set as 1% and the hydraulic diameter is set as 0.037m. Therefore the inlet k and ε can be calculated as 0.045 and 0.56. For the pressure outlet boundary condition downstream of the projectile, the pressure is set as 1atm.
Details about the computational configurations can be found in references [18] and [19] , and was validated by comparing with a typical experiment result of cavitating flow around a slender projectile. The length and thickness obtained by numerical simulation agree well with the experimental results (as shown in Fig.1 , the deviation of experimental observation is about 0.5mm obtained by pixel analysis, which is also 1.35% of the diameter). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cavities evolution
The unsteady cloud cavitating flow around a slender cylinder with a conical head is investigated. The diameter of the projectile is 37mm, and the velocity is 17.3 m/s. Thus the cavitation number can be calculated out as 0.66.
The cavitation bubbles grow, break up, shed and collapse periodically. When the re-entry jet just reaches the shoulder, cavitation bubbles collapse at the shoulder point (as shown in Fig.2-A1 ). New cavities grow and remain cavities shed (as shown in Fig.2 A2-A3 ). The shedding cavities shrink finally, meanwhile new re-entry jet forms (as shown in Fig. 2-A4 ). Reentry jet moves upstream and crosses with the main flow (as shown in Fig.2 A5-1 and A5-2) . Re-entry jet reaches the shoulder, upstream part of the cavities collapse at the shoulder point. This time is also equivalent to the 1st status of the next cycle (as shown in Fig.2-A6 also numbered as B1) .
The most obvious collapse phenomenon occurs at the shoulder point on projectile surface (as shown in Fig.2 A1 and  B1) . The re-entry jet flows to the upstream flow and compresses the cavity. The cavity finally collapses and high pressure is generated, which induces the remaining cavity to shed in the following. 
Validation of the similarity law
In order to study the impact parameters quantitatively, pressure variations at several probes on the surface are measured and compared with different scales and parameter settings. One probe is set at the shoulder point, which is used to represent the local pressure variation of collapse. The other probe is set on diameter distance away from the shoulder and on the surface, in order to measure the pressure fluctuation at cavity closure. In addition to the original case, the scale of projectile is enlarged four times, and the velocity is enlarged two times. The parameters of material properties are modified appropriately to maintain all dimensionless parameters on the right side of Eq. Collapse pressure peaks at the shoulder points are shown in Fig.4 . The peak value is about four times of the stagnation pressure. As seen from the aforementioned two figures, the pressure curves agree well with each other between the original and enlarged scale cases. The similarity law with all parameters is validated.
Influence of phase change
On the basis of similarity with all parameters, the influences of compressibility on the flowing and collapse pressure are mainly discussed. The phase change rate is enlarged 10 times by increase the parameters of e C and c C , while other dimensionless parameters are maintained. The pressure variations at the two probes are compared. The flowing pressure fluctuations at the cavity closure are shown in Fig.5 . Inside this change range, the phase change rate has almost no impact on the flowing pressure. We can refer to the analysis in reference [20] . For the cloud cavitating flow, the phase change effect is much smaller than the convection of liquid phase, and the characteristic time of phase change is also much smaller than that of macroscopic flow. Therefore the influence of phase change rate can be neglected. The comparison of local peaks of collapse pressure is shown in Fig. 6 . The phase change rate has also little effect on the collapse pressure. This may because the collapse pressure is generated when the cavity shrinks to a very small volume, and at this time the phase change process almost finishes. The residual non-condensable air may be the main influential factor. 
Influence of the sound speed of air
On the basis of similarity with all parameters, the sound speed of non-condensable are is enlarged twice and 10 times, while other dimensionless parameters are maintained. The pressure variations at the two probes are compared. As shown in Fig. 7 , the overall shapes of collapse pressure peaks are similar. The pressure peaks in the high sound speed conditions are notably higher than the original condition, but the increasing magnitude of pressure is less than the speed of The flowing pressure fluctuations at the cavity closure are compared between the original and changing sound speed conditions as shown in Fig.8 . Inside this change range, the sound speed has little effect on the flowing pressure. Therefore, the impact effect is limited in the local area and time period of collapse, and the overall impulse is also small. It has almost no impact on the macroscopic flowing pressure. 
CONCLUSIONS
The governing parameters of cloud cavitating flow considering compressibility effects on collapse, including cavitation number, Reynolds number, Mach number and dimensionless phase change rate, are derived. Different scale cases are simulated. Pressure variations at several probes are compared to estimate the influence of derived dimensionless parameters. Results indicate that:
1. When all the parameters are maintained in different scale cases, the results are exactly similar.
2. The phase change has little effect on both collapse pressure and flowing pressure when it varies in a not very large range. This is because the phase change occurs mainly in the macroscopic flow process, which is dominated by the motion of liquid phase.
3. The compressibility of non-condensable gas has notable impact on the collapse pressure. In the condition that the variation range of the mixture compressibility is small, the Mach number only affects the local collapse pressure peaks, and the macroscopic flow pattern does not change.
The issues of governing parameters and scaling law of cavitation collapse pressure are very complicated but also of great importance for the engineering applications. We attempt to derive the source of scale effects from a theoretical perspective in the present paper, and validate by numerical methods. Our work is still preliminary, and we hope it will serve as a modest spur to induce someone to come forward wit h his valuable contributions, and will be verified and validated by rigorous experimental results in the future.
